Autumn Term 1 2018 Curriculum
Maths

Science

We will be learning to count forwards
and backwards confidently as well as
ordering and comparing numbers.

Feeding and Exercise




We will them move into addition and
subtraction, learning strategies and
methods to help solve them. Y1 will
focus on finding up to 10 more and less
than a number whilst Year 2 will be
working with two 2-digit numbers.
Times tables will be practiced daily.
2x 5x 10

Exploring the basic needs for survival
Using food chains
Describing the importance of exercise,
hygiene and nutrition

Pine Class
We’re Going On A Journey

PSHE

Autumn Term 1

Being me in my world.
We will be thinking about
what the different emotions
are and how they make us
feel.

Pine class will also
look at various land
features, identifying
and labeling them on
a map.

Pine class will be reading
‘The Ocean Star Express’
and writing their own
stories about an amazing
train journey. We will then
move on to non-fiction,
looking at postcards and
diaries.
The focus this term will be
on punctuation and
developing a neat
handwriting style. We will
also be learning how to
make our writing more
interesting with
description.

RE

THIS TERM’S LEARNING LOG: Journeys
Due in By Friday 5th October
Here are some ideas that you could do...

Choose a mode of transport and make a model.
Draw and label a picture of a mode of transport.
Write a story about an exciting journey!
Write a diary entry about a journey you have been on.

Humanities

We will be using
globes and atlases to
recap the location of
the 7 continents and 5
oceans.

English

Please remember that the Learning Log should come into school every
day even though daily work is not expected.
day even though daily work is not expected.

Art/DT

We will explore with
patterns inspired by the
Montgolfier Brothers’ hot
air balloons, creating our
own hot air balloon.

Computing

We will learning about
‘Technology in our lives’
and then moving on to
‘Algorithms’.

History
Looking into journeys, we
will learn about
Christopher Columbus
and his voyages around
the world.

Mrs Ryan will be
taking the RE
sessions and will
be looking at a
range of stories
from different
religions and what
we can learn from
these stories.

PE
Fundamental
movement
skills with Mr
McCarthy
(Acorn PE).
Netball with Mr
BasingerAdams

